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GIS &Tips     Tricks By Dave Maune, Ph.D., CP, GS, PS, 
and Al Karlin, Ph.D, CMS-L, GISPAl Karlin, Ph.D, CMS-L, GISP

Need to Generate Multiple Profiles Quickly; Another Approach!
One of the recurring themes in this column is that when 
using GIS software, there are always multiple ways to 
accomplish the same task. Last month, I demonstrated a tip 
using the GlobalMapper Path Profile tools to create multiple 
perpendicular profiles along a user-defined path. [Quick tip: 
When using GlobalMapper, if you have a user defined line or 
line shapefile already in the project, the sequence of, (1) se-
lecting that line, right-clicking on it, (2) choosing “Analysis/
Measurement” and then the (3) PATH PROFILE option, will 
invoke the same menu(s) to construct perpendicular profiles 
as demonstrated last month.] 

The GlobalMapper Path Profile tool works against rasters 
(DEMs, DTMs, etc.) and lidar data, but it requires a Global-
Mapper Lidar License to work against a lidar point cloud. 
As an alternative to the GlobalMapper Lidar License, there 
are similar tools, deeply hidden in “LP360 for ArcGIS”, the 
“Export Profile by Selected Features” and “Export Profile by 
Selected Graphic” tools to accomplish these tasks.

The tools are included with all levels of LP360 for ArcGIS 
but are not found on any of the default toolbars. To access 
the Export Profile tools, an ArcGIS-user with a LP360 for 
ArcGIS license activated can to add the tools to any 
toolbar through the ArcGIS user interface by:

1. Double-clicking anywhere on the gray-space 
of the UI (or Customize | Customize Mode… 
from the Standard Toolbar) to open the Cus-
tomize dialog,

2. Choose the Commands Tab and scroll down to 
LP360 (left window)

3. Scroll to the “Export Profiles by Selected Fea-
tures” (or “Export Profiles by Selected Graph-
ic”) in the right window, and

4. Drag the selected tool onto any available tool-
bar on the UI, Figure 1.

5. Dismiss the Customize dialog by pressing 
“Close”

Because you can only drag one tool at a time, if you 
want to use both tools, you will need to drag them 
independently. [TIP: You can change the icon for the 
tool. When you drag the default icon to the toolbar be-
fore you dismiss the Customize dialog, right-click and select 
the “Change Button Image” option. A menu of optional but-
ton images will appear. Clicking on one will change the tool’s 
icon.] You will also notice that the tools are inactive (grayed 
out) until you have a point cloud loaded (through LP360 for 
ArcGIS) AND line feature(s) (or line graphics) selected. 

With a LP360 LAS_Layer loaded and a 2D- or 3D- line fea-
ture (shapefile or feature class) selected the “Export Profile 
by Selected Feature” tool becomes active, as in Figure 2.

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 
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In Figure 2, I placed the tools on the LP360 Main 
Toolbar and with a line feature selected (cyan line 
using the Esri “selection” tool), the “Export Profile 
by Selected Feature” is active (red circled tool). 

Clicking on the “Export Profile by Selected Feature” 
tool, invokes the Profile Export Settings dialog for 
you to specify a shapefile to output the 3D profiles 
into, the Profile Length (in map units) and the Step 
Amount (distance between profiles in map units), 
along with a CheckBox that provides the option of 
exporting the elevation along the profiles only at the 
beginning, end and where it crosses the selected fea-
ture.) The default is to construct a 3D vertex at each 
place the profile crosses the internally-constructed 
TIN edge. The tool will produce a 3D-line shapefile; 
each record representing a profile with the vertices 
encoded in the line. 

For this example, I designated an output file, Figure 3, with 
profiles to be 75.00m in length (37.5m to either side of the 
selected line), and spaced every 50.00m along the selected 
line. As with all ArcGIS tools, if multiple objects are selected, 
the tool will process each object. Pressing “OK” will start the 
tool processing.

When the processing is complete, LP360 for ArcGIS will 
report to the screen, Figure 4, and clicking on “Yes” will add 
the new shapefile to your map. You may need to adjust the 
symbology, line thickness and color to suit your map prefer-
ences. I increased the line thickness and made the line color 
red in the examples in Figure 5.

In Figure 6, opening the Attribute Table (left table) for the 
output shapefile will show an individual 3D record (Polyline 

ZM) for each profile generated, and upon opening an Esri ed-
iting session, selecting an individual profile line and choosing 
the “Edit Sketch Properties” tool in ArcGIS, will reveal the 
selected profile’s elevations (right table). The selected profile 
line (highlighted in the left table) is located approximately 
midway between the tables on the map. The Edit Sketch 
Properties table (on right) shows the X, Y and Z (elevation) 
values for the vertices along the selected profile.

Of course, the profiles are also viewable in the LP360 3D 
window as 3D features in the point cloud in Figure 7.

Finally, just a few last tips:
1. If you want ground (ASPRS Class 2) profiles (the usual 

case), make sure that you apply a filter to your point 
cloud. The Export Profile tools respect applied filters, so if 
no filters are applied, the elevations along the profile will 
be extracted from the unfiltered (entire) point cloud, so 
elevations in trees and above the surface will be included,

Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Figure 6.

Figure 5.

continued on page 530
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BOOKREVIEW

2. Although the generated profile shapefile is in the coordinate sys-
tem of the ArcGIS Map document, the exported shapefile will not 
have an associated .PRJ file. It is a good idea to use ArcGIS to add 
the projection file, and

3. Drawing a line graphic with the ArcGIS line graphic tool, will 
activate the “Export Profile by Selected Graphic” tool. Clicking on 
the “Export Profile by Selected Graphic” tool with the line graphic 
selected will invoke the same dialogs as the “Export Profile by 
Selected Feature” tool and perform the same tasks.

And there you have it.

Al Karlin, Ph.D., CMS-L, GISP is with Dewberry’s geospatial and 
technical services group in Tampa, Florida. As a senior GIS Geospatial 
Scientist, he works with all aspects of lidar, remote sensing, photogram-
metry, and GIS-related projects. 

Figure 7.

potentials for data mining using artificial intelligence, and 
machine and deep learning is addressed in Chapter 13—
Land Degradation Information Systems. 

Each chapter has a section on the basics of the land degra-
dation process and an ulterior section on the role of remote 
- and sometimes proximal sensing, and on data exploitation 
workflows to generate numerical inputs ultimately trans-
lated into physical and chemical indicators - for use with 
descriptive and predictive biophysical-mathematical models 
specific to each process.

The book is well-written, with copious references offered at 
the end of each chapter. Rarely, a typo is found (e.g. Figure 
11.6). For the benefit of readers, the term “annexure” should 
have been replaced with the more widely used term “an-
nex”. Surprisingly, some duplicated paragraphs occur (e.g. 
§ 8.7.2.1.1.8 “Error Assessment” and § 9.5.2.1.7 “Accuracy 
Estimation”). The same information appears on Chapter 4 in 

Section 4.8. Some map figures appear distorted on Chapter 12.
This work provides a clear exposition on land and soil 

degradation processes occurring in select geographies for 
which remotely sensed data are ultimately used as inputs to 
numerical and stochastic models for mapping, describing and 
predicting the current extent and severity and the response 
to remediation, mitigation and conservation efforts. 

This valuable book serves its best purpose when used as 
a primer in remote sensing for specialists in land and soil 
sciences, as it emphasizes how sensor data are generated, 
what types of data are generated and how measurements 
and information are derived for use in their domain. If the 
book were to be applied to the opposite crowd, it would 
introduce the Earth-observing remote sensing specialist to 
specific applications of his/her craft to the perennial but very 
timely and momentous topics of land and soil conservation 
and remediation.

GIS Tips & Tricks, continued from page 528 ASPRS
WORKSHOP 

SERIES
It’s not too late to earn 

Professional Development Hours

Miss one of our Geo Week 2020 Live Online 
Workshops? Not to worry! You can purchase 
the workshops now and watch when you 
are ready! Check out the workshops offered 
by visiting:

https://conferences.asprs.org/
geoweek-2020/workshops/

Image Priscilla Du Preez on Unsplash.
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